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Abstract—We propose a new hybrid software-defined net-
working (SDN) approach, Cloud-Assisted Routing (CAR), that
utilizes high computation and memory power of cloud services
by splitting both control and data plane functions between a
local router and a remote cloud computing platform. Instead of
a complete separation of the two planes, our approach maintains
most of the control plane at the cloud and the least of it
at the local router, and vice versa for the data plane. We
present the architectural view of CAR and results from an
initial prototype of forwarding table size reduction using CAR.
We discuss possible intra- and inter-domain optimizations by
highlighting the use-cases of multi-cloud design paradigm and
perform a cost comparison between legacy router vs. CAR to
identify the break-even points and key components that make
CAR monetarily beneficial.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the perception of the Internet usage as a virtual
delivery platform for almost all services and applications,
its routing has grown to be a complex, customizable service
which cannot be left as the responsibility of the routers alone
[9]. The advent of software-defined networking (SDN) [10]
attests the success of this trend of offloading control com-
plexity from the network to software platforms for centralized
optimizations rather than leaving them to the core components
like routers. One step further, recent consensus is to do that
with open interfaces, as in OpenFlow [19], [21], allowing
outsourcing of control plane tasks to remote platforms that
are potentially managed by enterprises other than the network
operator, such as the cloud [25].

Although they offer great flexibility and programmability,
software platforms may not be sufficient in addressing grow-
ing scalability concerns on routers. BGP FIB size has now
exceeded 500K entries and the most conservative forecasts
point to a quadratic growth of the routing table size [2].
This table size growth combined with longer prefixes (due
to shrinking IPv4 space and growing use of IPv6) and line
rates (45Mbps in 1998 to 100Gbps in 2013) is becoming
harder to tackle. Time budget for forwarding lookups is getting
more stringent due to increase in backbone speeds, and,
further, more complex lookups are in the horizon due to more
flexibility and friendliness expected from network routing as in
NDN [29]. Although FIB compression and aggregation efforts
[30] have promised 60% reductions in SRAM requirements
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Fig. 1: Routing in terms of scalability-flexibility tradeoffs

[23], it is questionable these efforts alone can continue fitting
the growing routing tables into legacy SRAMs while matching
the shrinking lookup budget.

Cloud-based management is economically attractive. The
emergence of cloud computing services with high flexibility
and virtualization has made the networking community con-
sider offloading networking services to the cloud [25]. Cloud
storage prices have been declining 3-10% a year [24] (as our
study in Figure 4a also supports), and this reduction makes it
an attractive platform for long run. Market indicators point to
“commoditization” of cloud prices [3], which, arguably, will
never be costlier than the specialized ASIC of routers.

Cloud is getting closer and higher quality. The latency to the
closest cloud provider and response time on various types of
computation and storage tasks can be at sub-second levels [18].
Further, getting service from multiple cloud providers (i.e.,
“hybrid” cloud) has already become a practice.

Hybrid and opportunistic routers. Moving all management
and control plane tasks to cloud has picked up pace [25],
[18] mainly due to its elegant flexibility in network admin-
istration, even though it may be at the price of degrading
the performance and the risks of exposing critical routing
services to potential cascading failures [11]. We think, hybrid
approaches that maintain high priority tasks at router with
partial offloading to remote platforms and employ an adaptive
cloud-router integration framework will be more likely to978-1-5090-0933-6/16/$31.00 c© 2016 IEEE
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Fig. 2: CAR architecture as a new SDN approach

address future routing scalability and flexibility trade-offs
(Figure 1).

To address the alarming increase in routing complexity,
particularly at the inter-domain level, we introduce a new
architectural approach, Cloud-Assisted Routing (CAR), that
leverages high computation power and memory resources of
cloud services for easing complex routing functions such as
forwarding in the data plane and flow level policy management
in the control plane. Our key contribution is to outline a
framework on how to integrate cloud computing with the
routers and define operational regions where such integration
is beneficial.

The rest of the paper is as follows: We, first, detail CAR
architecture and its function placement principles in Section II.
Section III discusses the potential usage of CAR and presents
our modeling work on CAR cost versus legacy routing cost to
show CAR savings with regards to memory size. Section IV
presents our initial prototypes of CAR and its evaluation con-
sidering the reduction of FIB table size. Finally, we summarize
our work and discuss future work in Section V.

II. CAR ARCHITECTURE

A. Architectural View and Principles

An architectural view of a hybrid “CAR router” which
combines a legacy hardware router with partial functionality
and a software router with full functionality is illustrated
in Figure 2b. Similar to how virtual memory systems use
secondary storage to maintain full memory content, CAR uses
cloud to implement the full functionality of local Router X
(RX), and keeps RX as ‘active’ while Proxy Router X (PRX)
as ‘passive’. The software PRX holds the full forwarding
tables and performs the full routing computations, and is the
default point of service for data and control plane functions
that cannot be handled at the hardware RX. We anticipate
that some of the control plane operations such as on-demand
route computations due to failures or collection of flow-level
simple statistics will still be done at RX similar to how recent
OpenFlow switches account for the flow statistics and send
them to controller. However, CAR will host heavy routing
optimizations at PRX.

As indicated in Figures 1 and 2, CAR aims to find a middle-
ground between a pure local approach that targets to scale

router performance and a completely cloud-based approach
for seamless and highly flexible routing services. Rather than
establishing a clean separation of control and data planes,
CAR argues for a hybrid opportunistic approach (Figure 2a).
Particularly, CAR places most of the heavy control plane
functions (e.g., peering establishment) in the cloud while the
most important and urgent control functions (e.g., response
to failures) stay in local router. Intertwined with this control
plane placement, most of CAR’s data plane stays at the local
router while a small portion of the data packet forwarding gets
delegated to the cloud.

1) Control Plane: To scale computational complexity of
routing, CAR advocates for delegating control plane tasks to
cloud to the extent possible and perform large-scale routing
computations by exploiting the cloud’s cheap parallelism
speedups as well as centralized role in traffic engineering.
Though earlier proposals aimed to exploit parallelism in rout-
ing by modularizing a router into many parallel working nodes
[8], cloud computing offers extensible resources beyond what
can be offered locally. Yet, many routing problems require
on-demand fast computations (e.g., calculating backup paths)
which naturally fits to the CAR’s approach of keeping a small
portion of the control plane at RX.

2) Data Plane: Commercial routers provide highly op-
timized data plane implementing forwarding operations in
extremely fast ASIC circuits and forwarding tables in custom
TCAM memories. Many existing proposals suggest more
programmable packet classification and forwarding function
definitions at data plane [5]. For CAR also, packet classifica-
tion, flow descriptions and corresponding forwarding actions
(e.g., traffic shaping, DiffServ mechanisms, packet filtering,
provisioning) are defined as “movable states” computed by
control plane. CAR’s data plane consists of virtualized low
layers, movable upper layer states, and forwarding compo-
nents used to compose both hardware and software level
customizable data plane functions. In comparison to legacy
SDN approach to routing, CAR’s key difference is to move a
small portion of the data plane forwarding actions to the cloud
rather than keeping all of them at RX.

3) Principles: Following the Amdahl’s Law, CAR treats
the router hardware as a precious resource that should only
focus on the most frequent or important routing functions and
offload the rest to the cloud. Particularly, the following two
principles should be followed when applying CAR.

CPU Principle: Keep Control Plane Closer to the Cloud.
RX should be designed in such a way that it can offload
computation intensive but on the same time not-so-urgent
control plane tasks (such as BGP table exchange, full-fledged
shortest-path calculations for traffic engineering optimization)
to cloud to the extent possible. Our early prototype [12]
attained 5 times reduction in CPU utilization burst size while
establishing a BGP peering by exchanging a very small portion
of table at RX and the full exchange at PRX.

Memory Principle: Keep Data Plane Closer to the Router.
RX should be designed to handle most of the packet for-



warding operations locally. CAR designer can follow this
memory principle simply by periodically identifying the most
frequently used prefixes and storing a copy of them in router
memory to deal with most of the forwarding lookups. If this
can be optimally designed, RX will have to delegate few
lookup requests to PRX which should keep the entire set of
prefixes and will act as the default point of failure.

B. Function Placement
The fundamental technical challenge a CAR designer faces

is how to place the routing data and control plane functionality
between RX and PRX. In general, placing some of the router
function at a remote location like the cloud will degrade the
router’s performance, i.e., the overall speed. Yet, with strategic
placement, it is possible to keep the overall performance while
handling much larger loads. For instance, by storing only 25%
of FIB, RX can serve 99% of the traffic [14] without having
to use PRX at the cloud, which means better performance. If
the lookup at partial FIB table at RX is a miss, the packet
will either be cached or delegated to PRX. If the cloud-router
delay, tCR, is small (e.g., <50ms) or the local buffer is too
small to temporarily keep the packets of this flow, it is best
to delegate the packet to PRX. But, if it is imminent that
many more packets will arrive on this flow and continuos
delegation of it to PRX will make too many customer packets
to experience increased delay, it may be best to resolve the
miss in a manner similar to the page fault handling (OpenFlow
controllers follow this approach) and still process the data
traffic at RX. Implementation of such router-cloud integration
will require a more detailed analysis involving all the key
parameters, such as tCR, RX buffer size, flow rate, cloud
response time, and priority of the flow.

To-delegate or not-to-delegate. In general, if tCR is too high,
CAR designer should not delegate to the cloud and keep
more routing functions at the router to achieve higher overall
efficiency. For a limited hardware router, other factors such as
rates of traffic flows and router’s buffer size will identify which
flows to delegate. The flows delegated to cloud will receive
service with larger delays and higher loss; and thus, keeping
a fair treatment of data flows is a challenge CAR faces.

Adaptive tuning to exploit locality patterns in traffic. The key
indicator for fruitfulness of CAR is whether it is possible to
achieve a similar performance with smaller router hardware
resources. This requires adaptive tuning of caching and del-
egation of router’s functions for different traffic patterns and
situations. Just like the virtual memory does not pay off if
there is no locality, the benefit of CAR will highly dependent
on the effectiveness of this adaptive tuning.

III. CAR POTENTIALS

A. Establishing Robustness via Multi-Cloud Designs
Migrating routing functions to the cloud has sizable risks

due to uncertainty of the cloud response times and hazy
reliability to the cloud services in general. Yet, it may also
help in improving the reliability of the router hardware as
well. We discuss a few such scenarios.
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Fig. 3: Reliability improvements by using CAR

1) Picking the Best Cloud: Recent work by Li et al. [18]
showed that it is possible to pick the best cloud provider
for one’s location for different application-desired metrics
such as response time or service price. This presents a great
opportunity to help our CAR architecture via consideration
of multiple clouds to establish reliability in PRX. As shown
in Figure 3a, we can mirror PRX at multiple cloud providers
and dynamically select the “best” one over time and the task
at hand. An intermediary similar to CloudCmp [18] could
be designed to cope with the variations in the cloud service
quality. For example, when a packet is to be delegated to PRX,
such an intermediary can balance various parameters such as
(i) the importance of the traffic flow the packet belongs to,
(ii) closeness of the candidate clouds to the destination of the
packet, and (iii) the service prices of the candidate clouds.

The intermediary could be implemented at RX or a com-
puter/server in proximity of RX. It may even be possible to
migrate this intermediary to a cloud provider that is willing
to provide certain performance assurances in response time,
which of course would entail costlier pricing. This type of
multi-cloud framework requires efficient mirroring implemen-
tation of PRXs among multiple clouds, which could be done
with legacy mirroring protocols. This multi-cloud approach
provides opportunities beyond failure management and allows
various optimizations among the backend cloud providers
depending on the traffic characteristics, e.g., its destination
or priority. Existing SDN implementations are looking for
solutions to increase the reliability of the SDN controller and
the link(s) between the hardware routers and the controller
[10]. If significant portion of the control plane can be migrated
to multiple third-party cloud providers over a public Internet
connection, vulnerability of the controller and the router-
controller link to failures and attacks can be mitigated.

2) Failure-Triggered Traffic Delegation to PRX: In case of
a major link failure, significant amount of traffic should be
rerouted without deteriorating the service quality levels for the
remainder of the network. There has been extensive research
on analyzing link failures, redundancy/over-provisioning mod-
els and architectures to achieve greater network resilience [22],
[27]. Similarly, upon a failure on a link to a neighbor router,
RX can forward/delegate the affected traffic (which would
normally go to the neighbor) to PRX as shown in Figure
3b. Such delegation could potentially be done in a manner



seamless to other routers. However, potential inconsistencies
will have to be considered and prevented. For example, PRX
should not be somehow forwarding the traffic back to RX. One
simple way of assuring this does not happen is to maintain a
separate lookup table at the cloud node where PRX is located
and check if PRX is the next hop for the destination prefix in
question – in a manner similar to BGP’s poisoned reverse. Yet,
this only solves one-hop inconsistencies and consideration of
policy issues will make this task more complicated. However,
it will be possible to manage these complications by carefully
organizing which prefixes are to be allowed for such failure-
triggered traffic delegation. In general, delegating data plane
forwarding tasks to a remote platform is a new feature being
introduced by CAR and needs reworking of some of the
existing configuration and policy practices.

3) Migration of CAR Routers Via Movable States: Another
interesting aspect of CAR is to decouple lower layer of
network configuration with the states of upper layers by
migrating some of the control and data plane functions to a
third-party cloud service. This separation enables definitions of
movable soft states which can define forwarding information
for flow descriptors, service provisioning for differentiated
services, security settings or even enhanced packet forwarding
functions. One perspective of this “CAR Router state” is the
mapping between these lower layer configurations and upper
layer state. Currently, virtualization and tunneling technologies
offer wide-range of flexibilities, as also required for achieving
our CAR architecture. Telecommunication vendors also have
various consortiums for developing common standards and in-
terfaces to enable such mechanisms, e.g., [1]. Also, significant
research work has been done on virtualized service mirroring
and migration [13], [26], [6] especially for virtual machines.
However, these technologies are still bound to the limitations
of both hardware and software protocols.

Once feasible, such decoupling can be used to achieve
“movable states” of provisioned services or forwarding plane
among virtualized hardware. This can become especially
important for Virtual Network Operators (VNOs), switching
infrastructure providers and infrastructure owners to quickly
recover after node failures. CAR architecture can provide
quick access to the cloud storage and computation capabilities
to compute, store and retrieve these movable states. Such
virtualization of router states will be tremendously helpful in
configuring, maintaining and optimizing large networks.

B. Intra- and Inter-Domain Routing Optimizations

When CAR attains sufficient penetration and gets deployed
by many autonomous systems (ASes) and cloud providers,
several routing optimization opportunities will emerge. Cloud
providers will, then, be able to perform centralized optimiza-
tions as they will be offering cloud assistance services to
multiple routers in the same AS and routers belonging to
different ASes. We outlined a few of such cases where CAR
will be very beneficial in optimizing existing routing.

1) Shortcuts Through Cloud: One obvious benefit of del-
egating some of the packets to PRX is that the packet could

be easily forwarded to the next hop on its path if the next
hop router is being served by the same cloud provider. This
situation can easily arise among PRXs belonging to the same
AS, since it is very likely that routers of an AS will be receiv-
ing cloud assistance service from the same provider. Inter-AS
shortcuts can be taken if the cloud vendor is providing service
for routers from different ASes. Recent work showed benefits
of such cloud-based data transfers to higher level performance
as well [25], [16], [28]. These optimizations become possible
with CAR because data plane functionality is delegated to
clouds. Legacy SDN designs strictly keep data plane to local
router and only place control plane to a remote platform,
and this clean separation of control and data planes disallows
multi-hop optimizations within the data plane.

2) Traffic Engineering: Having control plane of many
routers located in the same cloud, it becomes possible to
implement traffic engineering techniques much more ad-
vanced than today’s. Existing traffic engineering involves long
timescale (e.g., days or weeks) re-configurations of routers
and intuitive automated responses to failures. Complex load
balancing tasks are done by human admins and require heavy
computations of how to set layer 2 (e.g., MPLS) paths.
With CAR, the cloud provider will be able to observe many
routers at the same time and perform short timescale (e.g.,
tens of minutes) engineering of the traffic by using abundant
computation and storage of clouds. It will be reasonable to
run machine learning algorithms to detect emerging patterns
in the traffic at short timescales and re-configure PRXs (and
in turn RXs) accordingly. Similarly, in inter-domain traffic
engineering, some of the pitfalls (e.g., misconfiguration of
MED) could be prevented if ASes agree to an “inter-domain
manager” offered by the cloud provider.

3) Cloud as An Exchange Point or Mediator: The per-
formance of packet forwarding depends heavily on inter-
AS negotiations. Mahajan et. al [20] explored a negotiation
framework Nexit based on stable and efficient routing among
neighboring ISPs. It is observed, if ASes share little informa-
tion with each other, optimizing the routing becomes much
easier as both of them would have a more comprehensive
knowledge of the network. Kotronis et. al [15] proposed a
routing model where control plane is logically centralized and
managed by a trusted third party. According to them, the more
ASes will delegate their control plane tasks to this third party,
who has expertise in routing functionality and has a well-
trained infrastructure to offer better management, the easier it
will be to provide efficient reconciliation among these ASes.
As of now, we can confidently claim, cloud can be treated as
the best third party to offer such a centralized scheme.

Exploiting birds eye view of multiple ASes topology,
cloud provider can easily detect and resolve policy conflicts,
monitor and troubleshoot inter-domain routing problems and
even come up with ingenious design solutions. This habit of
delegating partial control logic will essentially create clusters
in cloud. At this point, we want to make sure that AS-
cluster will be different from AS-confederation (defined in
RFC 5065). Here, AS-cluster will compose those ASes who
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are willing to trust their internal policy with cloud provider
while preserving the right to manage their own privacy and in-
tegrity, business identity and policy-shaping capability. While
delegating control plane functionalities to cloud, it is assured
that, cloud provider will correctly map individual AS’s Service
Level Agreements (SLA) into policy, enforce scalability issues
and monitor misconfiguration. Cloud provider will also be
responsible for keeping the confidentiality of AS specific
topology, network loss, delay and bandwidth utilization.

C. CAR Economics

In our earlier work [7], we have analyzed the economic
viability of CAR. Exploring the price trends for DRAM (for
RX storage), cloud storage (see Figure 4a) and transit cost
incurred due to the delegated traffics to cloud, we propose
two naive cost models:

C = dF (1)

Ĉ = dF l + cF + zρ(l) (2)

Where C is the cost for traditional routing and Ĉ is for
CAR. d and c are the costs of $/bit storage at the local DRAM
and the cloud over one unit of time, respectively. z is $/bit cost
for transferring packets delegated to the cloud. Furthermore,
F is the FIB size (in bits), l is the percentage of FIB size that
needs to be stored in the local router to sustain an acceptable
(i.e., close to traditional routers) average delay for packets
forwarding time. ρ is a function of l which calculates the
number of packets delegated to cloud.

We want to emphasize that second and third terms in
equation 2 are negligible since the price of cloud storage
is very small (price drops exponentially as shown in the
Figure 4a) and the amount of traffic delegated towards cloud
will be fewer as l increases. Prominent factor to be considered
here is the first term that involves DRAM cost which faces
some unexpected ups and downs rather following a consistent
price decay as found in our earlier work [7].

We argue on the break-even point between DRAM cost
and cloud storage cost depicted in Figure 4b advocating that
CAR will be economically beneficial than legacy routing if the
price trend of these two commodity continues to follow. As
portrayed, after 2013, cloud storage is cheaper than DRAM
cost which supports our claim.

Figure 4c demonstrates that router memory (i.e., FIB cache)
size can be reduced to attain more savings by using CAR. An
interesting observation here is that the reduction needed in
FIB cache size is in power law relationship with the desired
improvement in cost savings, i.e, to make CAR 10 times more
cost-efficient, around 10 times reduction in the FIB cache size
is needed. This is a very promising result and shows that more
savings are possible in CAR as long as the engineering cost
of reducing the FIB cache size is justified.

IV. REDUCING FORWARDING TABLE SIZE USING CAR

A well-known issue with core BGP routers is their forward-
ing table (FIB) and routing table (RIB) sizes. Several studies

observed temporal (bursts of packets in the same flows) and
spatial (few popular destinations) locality in data packet traffic
[14]. This means, even though most of the destinations will
be looked up very infrequently, they will keep occupying the
routing table. A key motivation for CAR is to leverage these
locality.

The idea is to store only partial FIB at the RX and delegate
packets to the PRX if a miss occurs during the lookup at
the partial FIB. The PRX will store the full FIB, and thus
will be able to handle any misses at the RX. As shown
in Figure 5a, one can implement this relationship between
RX and PRX via tunnels or dedicated TCP sessions. CAR
handles FIB lookups in a hierarchical manner, as shown
in Figure 5a. For instance, some packets will be handled
completely via hardware lookups (e.g., packets destined to
8.8/16 in the figure), some via software lookups at the router
(e.g., destined to 72.24.10/24), and some via lookups at the
cloud (e.g., destined to 72.36.10/24). Similar to traditional
cache organizations, the lookup will be delegated to one level
up in the hierarchy if a miss occurs. In general, the placement
of prefix entries to the different levels of this CAR framework
is not an easy task as explored previously in different contexts
[14]. It involves several dynamic parameters such as lookup
frequency of prefixes and importance of prefixes due to their
contractual value. The positive factor is that high locality
patterns exist in these parameters. Delegated prefixes will
suffer from additional delays, and a key goal will be to
establish an acceptable fairness across prefixes.

To make some initial observations, we have developed an
Emulab prototype of the concept in Figure 5a using a two-
level hierarchy, one is the hardware lookup at the RX and the
other is the software remote lookup at the proxy. Although
it is possible to implement existing FIB caching techniques
in CAR, we prototyped a “crystal ball” approach where the
router is assumed to know the future packets. At the start of
each second, FIB cache is updated with the most frequently
used prefix entries in the next second so that the router always
knows which packets are coming. This design gives us an
understanding of the best possible gain from CAR in terms of
FIB size reduction.

Figure 5b describes our experimental setup for the initial
CAR router prototype with three next-hops. To ease the
measurements, we used one destination router. We used anony-
mous traffic traces taken in 2014 by CAIDA [4]. For routers,
we used Quagga running on Dell PowerEdge 2850s with a
single 3GHz processor, 2GB of RAM, and two 10,000 RPM
146GB SCSI disks. Each router had four available gigabit
net interfaces. Links were configured as duplex with standard
DropTail queues of size 100 Mb and a loss probability of
0.01. To feed the routing entries, we identified the subnets of
all packets and assumed them to be of /24. We are using /24
subnet prefixes based on the observation [14] from RouteView
Traces during Nov 2001 to Jul 2008. /24 prefix count increased
from 60K to 140K, while /16 increased 7K to 10K and /8
increased from 18K to 19K which shows a much quicker
increase compared to other prefix lengths. Then we took top
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Fig. 5: FIB table lookup scenario using CAR

x% of the /24 prefixes with the highest frequency and varied x
from 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20. We feed these most frequent subnets
to the FIB table located in RX, while PRX had the entire list.
Note that the cache hiding does not exist in this case as all
prefixes are /24.

Figure 5c shows the percentage of packets being delegated
to the cloud proxy as the FIB cache size at the local router
increases. It is clear that, the trend is going downwards and if
we use 20% of entire FIB table as cache, it will miss only 7.7%
of all the packets. Yet, the gain is not as high as expected since
earlier measurement studies showed that 10% of FIB accounts
for more than 97% of the traffic and 1% accounts for more
than 90% of the traffic [14]. In comparison, our crystal ball
approach could only process about 87% of the traffic when
FIB cache size was 10% and 60% of the traffic when the
cache was 1%. This is mainly because of the delay involved
in updating the local router’s FIB table. The significant insight
however is that the loss in the gain because of this delay
reduces significantly is FIB cache size is kept above 15%.

Table I shows the number of packets forwarded via indi-
vidual next-hops and time it took for those packets to reach
the destination router if the FIB cache size is only 1% of
the entire FIB. It also shows the number of packets delegated
towards the cloud. Couple of observations from this table are
% of packets drop towards the next hops are quite high 4.72 to
4.96. The trend was same for rest of the experiment as well.

TABLE I: FIB Cache Size 1% (Emulab Setup)

Packets Total Packets Avg.
NextHop Sent Packets (%) Dropped (%) Delay (ms)

NextHop-1 7,949,903 20.79 4.72 17.7
NextHop-2 7,670,496 20.06 4.74 13.8
NextHop-3 7,426,526 19.42 4.96 13.7

Cloud 15,191,706 39.73 - -

This is because of the smaller size of buffer as well as the
DropTail technique used in the Emulab machines. Figure 6a
shows the CDF of time required for each packet to reach the
destination, which shows a minimal unfairness. Most of the
packets arrive in similar timings.

Figure 6b plots the CDF of packet delay for FIB cache size
10%. We observe an increase in the end-to-end delay when
FIB cache size is increased, which is counter-intuitive. The
reason for this increase in the end-to-end delay is the fact that
the traffic experiences more delay from RX to the destination
when there is more traffic taking that path. Delegation to PRX
reduces the load on the path from RX to the destination router,
and hence reduces the queuing delay on that path. This is an
interesting finding and needs further exploration. In particular,
in terms of the average end-to-end delay, the delay from RX
to PRX, tCR, may be absorbed by the reduction in the delay
from RX to the destination. Depending on the actual value of
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Fig. 6: End-to-end delay in CAR

tCR and the queuing delay on the path via PRX, the optimum
FIB cache size can be tuned.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Following the RaaS concept [17], we introduced a new
architecture, CAR, to address the growing complexity of
routers and outlined its principles and key components, while
navigating through possible benefits and implied challenges.
We also presented our initial prototype on how CAR can
help reduce FIB tables routers. CAR advocates on-demand
seamless integration of the cloud’s computational and storage
capabilities into the Internet backbone.

Beyond bridging the gap between router hardware and
software-based routing services, CAR allows opportunities to
improve ISP backbones such as (i) resiliency to failures via
cloud-based forwarding and reroute schemes, (ii) efficiency via
more centralized cloud-based optimizations of intra-domain
traffic engineering, and (iii) economic competitiveness via
cloud-based on-demand service provisioning potentially going
beyond domain borders.

Deploying CAR at inter-AS level will entail some changes
to the existing policy routing practices. For a smooth transi-
tion, an AS could initiate a consulting phase by discussing
about the best practice and informing CAR provider about its
own requirements [15]. Based on the observation of traffic
flow, the CAR provider will first optimize the routing and
deploy intelligent traffic handling in client’s network. Later,
in hand-over phase, AS will allow CAR provider to access
its own FIB and finalize the process. Further models could be
developed integrating CAR providers into the inter-AS routing
architecture. Various implementation challenges of CAR (e.g.,
potential loops and reliability via multiple clouds) need to be
explored.
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